
CYBERCRIME IN INDONESIA

Police playing tough in combating cybercrimes in Indonesia Cybersecurity -- In this Sept. 30, , file photo, a reflection of
the Department of.

Cookies Are there rules governing the use of cookies? The Government Regulation Concerning Electronic
Systems and Transaction Providers stipulates that an electronic system provider must maintain the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of personal data, but it is unclear whether this can be interpreted to
mean that individuals have the right to access their personal data. What are the other significant regulatory
considerations regarding cybersecurity in your jurisdiction including any international standards that have
been adopted? Failure to comply with the Law Concerning Electronic Information Technology or the
Government Regulation Concerning Electronic Systems and Transaction Providers could result in: a warning
letter; an administrative fine; temporary suspension; or exclusion from the public service provider, electronic
agent, electronic certification provider or reliability certification institution lists. Legal framework Legislation
What legislation governs the collection, storage and use of personal data? Global , Indonesia April 4
Jurisdiction snapshot Trends and climate Would you consider your national data protection laws to be ahead
or behind of the international curve? The cybercrime directorate will have at least three departments:
economic cybercrimes, cyberterrorism and general cybercrimes. Once the personal data is transferred, the
receiving party will become an electronic system provider and will therefore be subject to the requirements set
out in the Law Concerning Electronic Information Technology and the Government Regulation Concerning
Electronic Systems and Transaction Providers. Section 4. Compensation Are individuals entitled to
compensation for loss suffered as a result of a data breach or non-compliance with data protection provisions
by the data owner? Data protection legislation in Indonesia is undeniably behind the international curve.
However, if the non-compliance involves a criminal act, the case will be handled by the police or a Ministry of
Communication and Information civil servant investigator. Consent must be obtained from the personal data
owner before personal data is transferred to a third party. Do individuals have a right to request deletion of
their data? What information must be provided to individuals when personal data is collected? The ICJR
recorded that at least online defamation and hate speech cases were reported in , although the police only
settled of them. Third parties Do any specific requirements apply to data owners where personal data is
transferred to a third party for processing? It also applies to every person conducting the regulated activities
who resides outside Indonesian jurisdiction where the activity has a legal impact within Indonesian
jurisdiction or harms Indonesian national interests. In the event that external parties have caused an electronic
system to fail or have seriously interfered with an electronic system, electronic service providers must secure
the data and immediately notify law enforcement or the Sectoral Supervisory and Management Agency.
Enforcement Which body is responsible for enforcing data protection legislation and what are its powers?
Specifically for personal data, consent from the personal data owner must be obtained before the data transfer.
Unsolicited electronic marketing is regulated by Section 4. Are any changes to existing data protection
legislation proposed or expected in the near future? Indonesia has adopted no international standards
pertaining to cybersecurity. It now has personnel and will be led by a one-star police general. Is there a
requirement to appoint a data protection officer? Penalties and compensation Penalties What are the potential
penalties for non-compliance with data protection provisions? In recent months, more and more people among
the million active social media users in the country have been reported for, or charged with, online defamation
or hate speech. Consent obligations Is consent required before processing personal data? Registration is
optional for those that are not in public service. The police have decided to deploy more personnel to
investigate citizens who are suspecting of violating the controversial Electronic Information Transactions ITE
Law, including its draconian articles on defamation and hate speech. The scope of this requirement is broad
and covers more than just personal data. In addition, the Law Concerning Electronic Information Technology
applies to every person who resides within Indonesian jurisdiction and conducts the activities regulated by the
law. Consent must be obtained from the personal data owner for the purpose of â€” among other things â€” the
collection and use of personal data. In the absence of any prohibition, individuals should be able to request the
deletion of their personal data. However, the Government Regulation Concerning Electronic Systems and
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Transaction Providers mandates that every expert hired by an electronic system provider must be certified and
competent in electronic or IT systems. Mohammad Fadli Imran, who previously served as deputy chief of the
special economic crimes directorate, will be promoted to the rank of one-star police general to lead the new
directorate. The following activities are criminalised in the Indonesian jurisdiction: the distribution or
transmission of electronic material that involves: pornography or child pornography;. Electronic service
providers must provide written notification to personal data owners in the event that the confidentiality of their
personal data has been breached. The obligation to register applies only to public service electronic system
providers. Electronic marketing and internet use Electronic marketing Are there rules specifically governing
unsolicited electronic marketing spam? His installment will take place within two weeks.


